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A record has the four essential parts (sometimes called the four Ws):

What taxon (species, subsp., hybrid, var. etc)

Where was it recorded (site name and grid reference)

When was it recorded (date)

Who was it recorded by (and determined by if different to recorder)
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And just as importantly, two Vs: Validation and Verification –

confirmation that the record is considered correct and who 

confirmed it.

Validation - checking that dates are valid and sites, grid references 

and vice-counties are consistent

Verification - that the taxon ID is considered to be accurate



▪ It is the validation and verification that our VC Recorders and 
Referees do that sets BSBI data apart from all others.

▪ It is one of the most import roles of BSBI VC Recorders

▪ We are keen to be seen to be purveyors of fine records to 
research, science, conservation and land managers!



We would like all VC Recorders to validate their VC records

1. There is no one better placed than local VCRs to do it : With 
their local knowledge of plants, places, people, access to 
local floras, checklists, raw data recording cards, 
notebooks, card indices, etc.

2. There is too much data coming in for it to be done centrally



NOW

However large the vc

dataset, and however large 

the number of unchecked or 

incorrect records, it is a 

finite quantity.

Do not let the backlog of 

unchecked records get any 

bigger.

Check, (correct where 

necessary), and validate
records as soon as they arrive 

at the DDb
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Prioritise record checking Check & validate all records

Checking and validating records 

takes c. 2 - 3 minutes per record 

card



‘Validation’ state Mapped?
Returned by 

default queries?

Unchecked (i.e. newly added to the DDb) P P

Accepted / Confirmed P P

Needs verification / May need verification X P

Doubtful X X

Rejected X X
Deleted externally (in the origin database) X X
Duplicate X X

• Needs verification should be used when you plan to, or want someone else, to follow the record 

up, and there is sufficient doubt about the record that you don't want it mapped (yet).

• There is no functional difference between Doubtful and Rejected. Rejected means that you are 

virtually certain the record is incorrect in some way; Doubtful means that it is highly likely to 

be incorrect.



‘Validation’ state Mapped?
Returned by 

default queries?

Unchecked (i.e. newly added to the DDb) P P

Accepted / Confirmed P P

Needs verification / May need verification X P

Doubtful X X

Rejected X X
Deleted externally (in the origin database) X X
Duplicate X X

• Detecting Duplicate records is not (an important) part of validating records.

• There is always something better to do with your limited time than searching for duplicates!

• But avoid creating new duplicate records as far as is practical.



Unchecked records are shown in blue when they arrive at the DDb

Recorders can reject bad records, mark records as doubtful or confirm 
good ones

Can also mark records as needs checking. 

Blue: unchecked (default)Hover cursor over “?” to get list of validation states



Keeping on top of ongoing validation - regularly sync small batches of 

records to the DDb, and then search for just those records; then check and validate.



Validation state of records on DDb at (24/2/2017): 

Showing that only a very small proportion of BSBI records have been confirmed.

‘Confirmed externally’ 

mainly records from 

VPDB (including Atlas 

2000). But does contain

errors ...



4.8 million records added to the DDb in 2016 ... BUT only 2.3% confirmed so far
(24/2/2017)



Can be seen in the My County Data Validation tab:



Validation (examples of sources of errors) Verification (examples of errors)

Grid ref estimated by eye from map Mis-identification

GPS and smart phone grid ref inaccuracy Correct ID but recorded wrong taxon, 

e.g. crossed off wrong name on card or 

data entry error

Spurious grid ref precision, eg. precise grid ref applied to an 

ancient record; monad used for tetrad; monad used for quadrant

Taxonomic changes

Grid ref = centroid (especially where ‘site’ extends to more than 

one hectad or tetrad

Grid ref = where parked car (but recorded over wider area)

100km grid ref error

Misreading 3 and 8 in grid ref on GPS screen

Transcription error

Site grid ref not compatible with grid ref in Comments

Site name includes grid ref, but not compatible with site grid ref

Inaccurate vc boundary used 

MapMate assigned wrong vc

Date of publication used as date of record

Incorrect or misspelt site name

Data entry by non-botanist / unfamiliar with local area



▪ DEMO







After validating your records, you will have a subset marked 
‘needs checking’, often because they require some form of edit. 

When editing a record there are a few basic rules to follow:

1. Edits to a record should be made in the original source; e.g. if 
you have MapMate, edit in MapMate then sync with the DDb



After validating your records, you will have a subset marked 
‘needs checking’, often because they require some form of edit. 

When editing a record there are a few basic rules to follow:

2. Where mistakes are unambiguous then editing of the record 
is the best course of action. Otherwise, change the validation 
state and add an appropriate comment



After validating your records, you will have a subset marked 
‘needs checking’, often because they require some form of edit. 

When editing a record there are a few basic rules to follow:

3. Editing should be used only for changes that are consistent 
with the intent of the original recorder. Don’t add extra detail 
or changes to make a record fit your preconceptions!
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